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Compact, powerful
and waterproof

This monocular is waterproof and nitrogen filled for no-
worry use in your outdoor adventures. 8-power lens bring 
objects up close, while still being able to be held steady. 

Multi-coated lens and highest quality optical glass for 
crisp, clear viewing. Neck lanyard and sturdy

carrying case are included.

BRUNTON WATERPROOF MONOCULAR
Color: gray

Size: 1 1/4” x 3 5/8”; 2 oz.
#74041 / $27.50

A Stylish Mighty-Mite!
Fuel your night adventures with this overachiever of a

headlamp. Lots of light from a featherweight package. And 
ya gotta love the colors! Runs on 3 AAA batteries (included).

PRINCETON TEC FUEL
Colors: green, black, pink

Weight: 2.75 oz.
#2777 / $24.95

Clean taste —
No BPA

Classic design - BPA-free. Epoxy inner coating prevents
taste transfer and lets you carry beverages like acidic fruit 

juices. Wide mouth design fits water filters, spill guards 
and more. Lightweight, clean taste, built to last.

BRUNTON ALUMINUM WATER BOTTLE
Colors: gray, blue, green, orange

Size: 1 liter
#7445 / $13.75

This knife’s got your back.
The Wingman’s solid construction ensures dependable
utility when you need it most. One-handed operation for 

quick deployment. The blunt-tipped blade has smooth and 
serrated sections and locks open for safety. Removable 
spring steel clip secures it to your belt or lashtab. And 

when you need a bottle opener, it has that too.

NRS WINGMAN KNIFE
Color: black

Size: 2.75” blade, 4” closed; 3 oz.
#2771 / $29.95

GIFTS
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$30
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You’ll have fun exploring
this beautiful planet we
call home in a Tula hat!

Tula hats are made from a lightweight
palm material that cleans easily, dries

quickly and floats. With a UPF 50+
rating, you can count on total protection
from the sun. Chin cinch keeps ‘em in 

place. These hats will make
you one stylish boater.

TULA GARDENER HAT
Color: straw

Size: S/M, L/XL
#3106 / $29.95

TULA LIFEGUARD HAT
Color: straw

Size: S/M, L/XL
#3107 / $29.95

TULA RODEO HAT
Color: straw
Size: S - XL

#3110 / $29.95 G
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Tuff enough for any
boating adventure.

Our Tuff Sacks feature the innovative StormStrip™ closure
system, ensuring a watertight seal. A heavy-duty 18-oz.
PVC/polyester body and 30-oz. PVC/polyester bottom

combine to create a bag that will last for years to come.
Includes tie-down D-ring on closure, and an extra-heavy-
duty buckle. X-small and Small are great for sunscreen, 
keys and snacks. Medium or Large bags are ideal for 

sleeping bags and clothes. X-Long (XL) is the perfect size 
for a Roll-A-Table, River Wing or tent, and a side-carry 

handle makes for easy transport.

NRS TUFF SACK DRY BAG
Colors: blue, red, green

Sizes:
XS: 6.5” Dia. x 12.5” H; 6 liters - #2945 XS / $14.95

S: 7.5” Dia. x 13” H; 10 liters - #2945 S / $16.95
M: 9.5” Dia. x 20” H; 22 liters - #2945 M / $21.95
L: 11.5” Dia. x 23” H; 38 liters - #2945 L / $26.95

XL: 9.5” Dia. x 38” H; 44 liters - #2945 XL / $29.95

STAFFPICK
“SOLID!”
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Play & Freeze Ice 
Cream Maker

I scream, you scream, we all scream for 
ice cream! Put ice and salt in one end 
and your ice cream ingredients in the 

other end, then have a blast! 30 minutes 
or less and you’ll be enjoying tasty 

homemade ice cream.

PLAY & FREEZE
ICE CREAM MAKER

Size: pint
#7450 P / $29.99

Size: quart
#7450 Q / $39.95

Good things 
come in small 

packages.
The Wedge Throw Bag is
compact, so it fits easily in
your boat - no excuses for

not carrying it. Always there
for that vital rescue toss.

NRS CO-PILOT KNIFE
Colors: yellow, black

Size: 5.75”, 2.25” blade; 4.6 oz.
#2756 / $39.95

Great size for 
your PFD.

The Pilot Knife has
a little brother - the NRS
Co-Pilot. Great features -

smooth and serrated cutting
edges, blunt safety tip, bottle
opener, etc. Compact design

is a fine fit on your PFD.

Eliminate worry -
Lock it up.

Strap your boat to your car’s rack
and lock it down in one easy step.
The Lash Lock is adjustable up to
13’ long to hold down any kayak
or canoe. Either pass the cable
through a security loop on the
boat, or use two Lash Locks to
keep your boat secure and safe

on your car. Unlocks with a three-
digit code of your choice.

LASH LOCK
Size: 13’

#3102 / $35.00

NRS WEDGE THROW BAG
Colors: green, yellow

Size: 55’ of 1/4” polypro. rope;
950 lbs. max

#1826 / $39.95
AEROPRESS COFFEE & 

ESPRESSO MAKER
#3155 / $31.95

At last! Great camp 
coffee... or kitchen 

coffee... or office coffee.
An entirely new way to make coffee. In

less than a minute you get up to four shots
of smooth, low-acid espresso. Dilute with
water for coffee or milk for a perfect latte.

Includes 350 Micro Filters.

GIFTS
UNDER

$50
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Aquapac All-purpose Whanganui Cases
The Whanganui Cases are large drybags perfect for the deck of your kayak or anywhere else. Made with four eyelets for easy

attachment to canoes and kayaks. Guaranteed 100% waterproof to 15 feet.

MINI WHANGANUI
Color: clear

Size: 7.25” T, 10.5” Circ.
#28771 / $27.00

SMALL WHANGANUI
Color: clear

Size: 10” T, 10.5” Circ.
#28671 / $28.00

LARGE WHANGANUI
Color: clear

Size: 11.5” T, 17.3” Circ.
#28521 / $45.00

JUMBO WHANGANUI
Color: clear

Size: 12.6” T, 25.6” Circ.
#28681 / $50.00

LARGE COOLER
Colors: yellow/gray, blue/gray

Size: 20 L” x 13” W x 12” H
45 qt.

#2750 L / $49.95

SMALL COOLER
Colors: yellow/gray, blue/gray

Size: 14” L x 9” W x 10” H
15 qt.

#2750 S / $34.95

6-PACK COOLER
Colors: yellow/gray, blue/gray

Size: 10” L x 6” W x 7” H
7 qt.

#2750 6 / $24.95

30-CAN COOLER
Colors: blue

Size: 13.5” L x 9” W x 12” H
18 qt.

#2750 30 / $44.95

NRS Dura Soft Coolers
The cooling capacity of these flexible coolers, with temperature-reflective Mylar® and closed-cell foam insulation,

rivals that of hard-sided coolers. Rugged nylon exterior can take a beating and the liner material is so
tough we make kayak flotation out of it. All have D-rings for easy tie down.

The Large cooler has an accessory pocket and sturdy carry handles.
The Small and Six Pack sizes come with a wide shoulder strap.

The 30-Can Cooler adds a heavy-duty welded urethane
bottom and an external pocket.
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Strike a light in any weather.
The Firestorm works in a windstorm - winds

up to 80 mph! Refill with premium butane. It’s
waterproof, with a sealable lid, and is reliable
for over 30,000 ignitions. Lots of power in a

small package.

BRUNTON FIRESTORM LIGHTER
Color: black

Size: 3.3” x 1.8”; 1.6 oz.
#7422 / $60.00

The heavy hitter of 
headlamps.

Darkness busting power, multi-mode convenience, 
long battery life. 3-watt MaxBright LED shoots a 

beam 180 feet and the four UltraBright LEDs cast 
wider light up to 75 feet. Five modes, submersible 

to 3 feet, up to 200 hours from 4 included AA 
batteries. The Apex is Expedition-Grade.

PRINCETON TEC APEX
Color: orange

Weight: 10 oz. with batteries
#2785 / $84.95

Light up the night, for 
pennies a day.

360° of natural light with a P4 White LED. 
Five-position switch lets you select the best 

brightness level. Built-in top clip for easy 
hanging.. And it’s a battery miser, giving you 
up to 1080 hours of illumination with 3 D-cell 

batteries (not included). Donate that old gas or 
propane lantern; LED is the only way to go.

BRUNTON POLARIS XL LED LANTERN
Color: gray

Dimensions: 9 3/4” x 3 3/4” x 3 3/4” 
#7429 / $62.50

A camper’s best friend!
In minutes, the Roll-A-Table transforms from a 

compact 5” D x 32” L bundle to a 32” x 32” table 
surface on 28” aluminum legs that will support 
up to 175 lbs. A wide side pocket conveniently 
holds your cooking supplies. Tabletop fabric is 
strong, waterproof and heat-resistant. You’re 

gonna love this versatile, go-everywhere camp 
companion.

ROLL-A-TABLE
Color: blue

#2717/ $89.95
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Tough as nails, dry as a bone.
A duffel-style bag is great for gear storage and the 

Expedition DriDuffel™ is your top choice for durable, 
dry protection. The wide opening makes stowing and 

finding your stuff easy and quick. Fold down the unique 
StormStrip™ closure, secure it with four burly side-

release buckles and you’ve got a watertight seal that’s 
expedition-grade. The rugged 500-denier Cordura® is 
beefed up with a double coating of abrasion-resistant 

urethane for a material that wears like iron. Tough, dry, 
convenient to use… Boo-yah!

NRS EXPEDITION DRIDUFFEL
Colors: clear, blue, black

Sizes:
S: 20” L x 12” W x 12” H - #2955 S / $59.95
M: 28” L x 13” W x 13” H - #2955 M / $69.95

Extra durability where it counts.
Same quality features and construction as the popular 

3.8 Bill’s Bag™, but with the 34-oz. floor extending 
six inches up the sides for unmatched durability. 
StormStrip™ closure ensures a waterproof seal.

NRS HEAVY-DUTY BILL’S BAG
Color: red

Size: 16” dia. x 33” T
#2903 / $79.95

NRS 3.8 BILL’S BAG
Colors: blue, red, yellow, green

Size: 16” dia. x 33” T
#2900 / $69.95

The driest, toughest, most
imitated dry bag —
and still the best.

The tough 21-oz. PVC/polyester body and
34-oz. PVC/polyester round bottom will take
years of abuse. The innovative StormStrip™

closure ensures the most waterproof seal
on the market and a comfortable, ergonomic
backpack harness makes it easy to carry up
the beach or on a long portage. Bag handle
and compression straps are welded to the

bag with our heavy-duty double patch system.

NRS 2.2 BILL’S BAG
Colors: blue, red, yellow, green

Size: 14” dia. x 24” T
#2910 / $59.95

AMUSTHAVE!
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Cut for a woman’s 
wearing comfort.

The 2.5-layer HyproTex™material 
is soft, supple, waterproof and oh 
so breathable. Put your treasures 
in the roomy splashproof sleeve 
pocket. Snug up the adjustable 
neck and wrist closures. Pull the 
waist drawcord tight. Now you’re 
protected from wind, spray and 

rain. And... you’ve got money left 
over for some of the other fine 

things in life.

Material: 40 x 70 denier 2.5 layer 
ripstop HyproTex

NRS WOMEN’S
ENDURANCE JACKET

Color: dark blue
Size: XS - XXL
#25611 / $84.95

Abba Type III
PFD

by Astral
Soft, earth friendly kapok 

pouches in the front panels 
fit like your favorite shirt. 

Recyclable PE foam in the 
back, a knife lash tab and large 

hand warmer pouches. You 
also get a roomy pocket and 
high visibility reflective trim. 
Styled and cut for women.

Minimum Flotation:
15.5 lbs.

ASTRAL WOMEN’S
ABBA PFD

Color: cranberry, black
Size: XS - XXL

#42151 / $124.95

The best of the best, 
the Ultra gives you 

ultimate comfort and 
performance.

The ultimate 3-mm wetsuit. Titanium 
between layers means it’s warmer,
ThermalPlush lining makes it more 

comfortable, and PowerSpan panels 
provide extra freedom of movement.
Features a comfortable wrap around 
relief zipper. All seams are glued and
blind-stitched, and the seat and knees 

are armored with rugged ToughTex 
material. Ankle zips make NRS suits

easy to put on or take off over footwear.

NRS WOMEN’S
ULTRA JANE WETSUIT
Color: black, blue/black

Size: XS - XXL
#2221 / $144.95
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Don’t take life sitting down.
Small, flexible, washable and convenient. Take
your Whiz Freedom Funnel with you when you
wear your women’s front relief drysuit, or any

time you’re enjoying the great outdoors. Oh, and
for those nasty roadside restrooms!

WHIZ FREEDOM
Color: purple

Size: 6” L x 4” cup opening
#22516 / $24.95

A women’s drysuit
with a built-in relief zipper.

Our highly-breathable, sturdy 210-denier TriTon fabric can stand
up to even the most gear-abusive paddler. Integrated latex

socks keep your feet dry. Adjustable overskirt mates with your
sprayskirt. Latex gaskets at the neck and wrists are covered
by adjustable overcuffs and the relief zipper comes standard.

Includes a Whiz Freedom relief funnel.

Material: 210-denier 3-layer TriTon

NRS WOMEN’S INVERSION DRYSUIT
Color: gray/ocean

Size: XS - XL
#22515 / $694.95
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Chinook Type III PFD by NRS
The Chinook fishing PFD has pockets stacked on pockets

for unlimited storage. The roomy front-entry design
is easy to wear in all conditions, and 8 adjustment points

let you customize the fit. The ventilated mesh back panel is
slimmed down low for greater comfort in kayaks with high

seatbacks. Features 8 front pockets for your gear!

Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

NRS CHINOOK FISHING PFD
Colors: khaki/olive, orange/gray

Size: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#2150 / $79.95

Lasting quality, tough performance.
The 2.5-layer HyproTex™ material is soft, durable, waterproof 

and very breathable. Adjustable urethane neck and wrist 
closures block out water and the shock-cord waist prevents 

ride up. Patterned for excellent mobility, with room for layering. 
Great protection from wind, spray and rain. Packs small, 

performs big, saves you money.

Material: 40 x 70 denier 2.5 layer ripstop HyproTex

NRS MEN’S ENDURANCE JACKET
Colors: blue, orange, red

Size: XS - 3XL
#25601 / $84.95

Keep your core warm without
sacrificing mobility.

These NRS HydroSkin tops provide the ideal combination
of core warmth and freedom of movement. 0.5-mm

neoprene with titanium keeps you insulated and the 4-way
stretch PowerSpan™ outer layer stretches easily. The

ThermalPlush™ inner lining increases insulation, repels
moisture and dries quickly. Top it all off with a DWR coating

which forces water to “bead” and roll off the material.

NRS MEN’S HYDROSKIN SHIRT
Colors: blue/gray, gray/red, green/gray

Size: XS - XXL
#2621 / $84.95

Just right for extra warmth.
HydroSkin Pants introduce even more versatility to your

gearbag. Wear them in combination with a HydroSkin top
for any water activity.

NRS MEN’S HYDROSKIN PANTS
Color: black

Size: XS - XXL
#2231 / $89.95

GIFTS
FOR

HIM
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Greenjacket Type V 
PFD by Astral

A great PFD for any rescue, 
guiding, or expedition setting.Low

profile, pullover design and a 
1-1/2” quick release rescue 

belt. The flotation fits low and 
wraps your body in foam and 

plastic panels for rib and organ 
protection. The Spectra® Safety 

Loop works for short belays 
and as an anchor point. The 

reinforced shoulder straps move 
with your motions and are strong 
enough for hoisting you. Knife tab 

and front and side pockets.

Design Flotation: 15.5 lbs.

ASTRAL GREENJACKET
Colors: red, lime

Size: S/M, M/L, L/XL
#42105 / $209.95G
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The first all-season drysuit.

The unmatched breathability of waterproof eVent® fabric 
makes your Mission Drysuit comfortable to wear even in cool 

to moderate temperatures. You also get rugged Cordura 
reinforcement, tough latex neck & wrist gaskets along with fully 
integrated latex drysocks. The interior suspenders add comfort 
and convenience and the adjustable overskirt mates with your 
sprayskirt for a dry cockpit seal. The Mission outperforms all 

other drysuits on the market.

Material: 50 x 100-denier 3-layer eVent™ waterproof and 
breathable fabric

NRS MISSION DRYSUIT
Colors: blue, yellow/gray

Size: S - XXL
#2562 / $849.95

The
Gift ofSAFETY!
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MightyMite Boat Cart
Make hauling your kayaks and
canoes to the water a breeze.

Large 10” diameter wheels simplify
transport over uneven terrain.

Supports up to a 150 lb load. Fits in
most kayak hatches.

MIGHTY MITE BOAT CART
Weight: 6.6 lbs.
#15937 / $79.95

Kayak Tow Line
A tow system designed for sea

kayakers. 500-denier Cordura, with
50’ of 3/16” polypro rope attached to
24” of bungee cord to ease towing
over high seas. Heavy-duty, plastic

carabiner is stored in an internal
pocket for easy access. Quick-release

waist buckle, reflective stripe
and mesh bottom for drainage.

NRS KAYAK TOW LINE
Color: yellow

Size: 50’; 3/16” polypro., 24” bungee
#1829 / $54.95

Basic
Touring Safety Kit

The NRS Basic Touring Safety Kit
gives you four items that you shouldn’t
boat without - a whistle, paddle float,

bilge pump, and boat sponge.

NRS BASIC TOURING KIT
#2884 / $65.00

Deluxe
Touring Safety Kit
All the essential safety items for
touring and recreational boating.

Includes a bilge pump, paddle float,
boat sponge, paddle leash, and

the HotShot Signal Mirror/Whistle
combo and is packaged in our Mesh

Deck Bag.

NRS DELUXE TOURING KIT
#2885 / $109.95

Paddle Float
The ideal aid in a deep-water kayak 

re-entry. Slip the self-draining
main pocket over your paddle blade,

fasten the webbing leash to the
shaft and inflate one of the dual air
chambers. This creates a functional

outrigger, adding stability to self-
rescue situations. Reflective tape

enhances visibility.

NRS PADDLE FLOAT
#1598 / $44.95

C-Tug Boat Cart
This cart is stout, sturdy, and

ridiculously simple. The C-Tug
supports 300 lbs. of weight

and collapses to stow in a midsized
kayak hatch. Seven simple

components break apart and snap
together with ease--no moving parts

to corrode, rust, or gum up from sand.

C-TUG BOAT CART
Weight: 10 lbs.

#15931 / $149.95
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Pelican Micro Cases
Compact and lightweight, these Micro Cases are perfect for organizing the
little things. Features include clear box (except yellow) with a rubberized 
colored liner, carabiner, and auto purge valve for pressure equalization. 

Water resistant, non-submersible.

PELICAN MICRO CASES
Colors: blue, yellow, red, moss, aqua

Interior Dimensions:
1010: 4 7/16” L x 2 7/8” W x 1 11/16” D - #3012 / $15.95
1020: 5 5/16” L x 3 9/16” W x 1 11/16” D - #3013 / $20.95

1030: 6 3/8” L x 2 5/8” W x 2 1/16” D - #3014 / $21.95
1040: 6 1/2” L x 3 7/8” W x 1 3/4” D” - #3015 / $23.50

1050: 6 5/16” L x 3 11/16” W x 2 3/4” D - #3016 / $24.75
1060: 8 1/4” L x 4 1/4” W x 2 1/4” D - #3017 / $29.95

MISSISSIPPI DUFFEL
Size: 15.5” x 46”
#28982 / $169.00

OCOEE DUFFEL
Size: 8” x 17”

#28972 / $81.00

COLORADO DUFFEL
Size: 15” x 34”

#28952 / $149.00

YUKON DUFFEL
Size: 14.5” x 27”
#28912 / $129.00

CHATTOOGA DUFFEL
Size: 21” x 10”

#28902 / $93.00

Watershed Duffels
Keep your gear dry even when submerged! Easy-to-use ZipDry™ Seal presses shut like a freezer bag. These bags utilize 

420-denier nylon pack cloth that is double-coated with smooth polyurethane. All seams are radio frequency-welded and 
guaranteed to be free of leaks. Even the smallest details are top quality: Duraflex™ side-release buckles and D-rings are 

combined with extreme-duty nylon webbing. Wide mouth for easy access.

Colors: red, foliage, blue

The Perfect Gift!
The NRS Gift Card is something
any boater or outdoors person on
your list will be happy to receive!
Available in handy denominations

of $25, $50, $75, $100, $150,
$200, $250, $500 & $1,000.

Cards ship free or we can send
them by email.

We’ve got hundreds of gear items
here at NRS. Why worry about
picking just the right product,

color or size? Let them get just
what they need and want. The

NRS Gift Card - always the right
size and always welcome.G
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These binocs can take it.
A pocket sized powerhouse. Waterproof, nitrogen filled and 

built tough to take into the wilds. Multi-coated lenses and twist-
up eye relief. 325 ft. field of view @ 1000 yds. Neck strap and 

carrying case included.

BRUNTON ECHO™ COMPACT 10 x 25 BINOCULARS
Size: 4.5” x 5.2” x 1.6”

Weight: 14 oz.
#7401 / $125.00

Slim, powerful and stylish.
The compact shape takes up less room in the drybox. Two
12,000 BTU burners quickly heat up water and also adjust

down to a nice simmer temp. The flexible quick-connect hose
connects to both propane and butane fuel cylinders. No need
for matches; the twist-click piezo igniter fires up the burners.

BRUNTON PROFILE 2-BURNER RANGE
Size: 21.5” x 11.75” x 3.25”

#7409 / $122.45

Legendary Sleeping Comfort.
The outfitter’s choice for over twenty years! High-density

foam inside a heavy-duty 18-oz PVC cover with a waterproof
inflation/deflation valve. Self-inflates when you unroll it.
Sleep on it, then put it inflated on the raft to sit on and

insulate your cooler.

PACO PADS
Colors: dark blue, light blue, gray, red, yellow

Size:
Large: 1 1/2” x 24” x 72” - #2705 / $200.00

Super: 2” x 28” x 78” - #2706 / $248.00
El Grande: 3” x 27” x 72” - #2707 / $286.00

Versatile and convenient
boat transportation.

Attaches right to round, square or factory crossbars to hold 
one boat. Padded to prevent boat damage and folds out of 
the way when not in use. Locks to your crossbar using SKS 

locking system (sold separately). Straps included.

YAKIMA BOWDOWN
Size: 5.5” W x 21” H (5” H when folded down)

#3528 / $179.00
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Create a 190-square-foot shady, dry oasis.
On the river, at a campground or in a backyard get-together, the waterproof, 40-denier rip-stop nylon fabric and factory-taped seams
will withstand years of exposure to the elements. The heavy-duty carbon fiber/aluminum pole sections let you adjust shelter height

from 6’ up to 10’. Comes with high visibility tie-down cords with tension adjusters, 6 steel tent stakes and 6 plastic sand stakes.
Nylon storage bags included.

NRS RIVER WING
Color: gray

Size: 17’ L x 16’ W
#2772 / $349.95

ENO SINGLENEST HAMMOCK
Colors: blue/yellow, khaki/olive, red/gray

Size: single
#2718 / $54.95

Nothing’s better than relaxing outdoors in a hammock!
And nobody makes them better than ENO. The Single Nest is 4’7”W x 9’10”L, weighs 16 oz. and packs down to the size of a
grapefruit. The Double Nest is 6’8”W x 9’10”L, weighs 20 oz. and packs no bigger than a cantaloupe. The breathable nylon

hammocks will support up to 400 lbs. and come with high-quality locking-gate ‘biners and nautical grade rope. The Slap Strap is a
tree-friendly system for hanging your hammock just about anywhere.

ENO DOUBLENEST HAMMOCK
Colors: gray/orange, khaki/olive

Size: double
#2719 / $64.95

SLAP STRAP HAMMOCK SUSPENSION
Color: black

Size: 7’8” L X 1” W
#2719.5 / $19.95
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At home on the water 
and on the street.

Tough, quick-drying nylon Tactel® oxford 
fabric with an 11” inseam for function and 
style. Pockets all around and belt loops.

NRS MEN’S SAN JUAN SHORTS
Color: gray, tan
Size: 30-40, 33
#2539 / $39.95
NOW: $31.95

while supplies last

Classic board shorts.
These shorts are built with a quick-drying 

nylon material, a microfiber waist and 
a spandex backed drawstring closure. 

Includes a roomy side-pocket to store your 
essentials. 10” inseam.

NRS MEN’S BRUNEAU SHORTS
Color: blue, tan/brown

Size: 30-38, 33
#25401 / $39.95

NOW: $31.95
while supplies last

Comfort, style and protection from harmful sun rays.
Our UPF 45 MicroLite™ fabric in the body of the shirt wicks away moisture and dries quickly to 

keep you comfortable in the hottest weather. We’ve added UPF 50+ HydroSilk™ panels to the top 
for extra sun shielding where you need it the most. The flip-up collar adds even greater protection.

NRS WOMEN’S GUIDE
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

Color: green, blue
Size: XS-XL

#25424 / $44.95
NOW: $35.95

while supplies last

NRS WOMEN’S GUIDE
SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRT

Color: green, blue
Size: XS-XL

#25423 / $39.95
NOW: $31.95

while supplies last

NRS MEN’S GUIDE 
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT
Color: blue, sage/gray

Size: S-XXL
#25422 / $44.95

NOW: $35.95
while supplies last

SALE
ITEMS!

Excels in fit, 
fashion and 

function.
Durable, fast drying 

nylon microfiber 
won’t hinder your 

movements. 
Hook-and-loop and 

drawstring waist 
closure, one small 
front seam pocket 

and one back pocket. 
18.5” inseam.

NRS WOMEN’S 
PACIFIC CAPRIS

Color: tan
Size: 4-16 even
#2520 / $39.95
NOW: $31.95

while supplies last
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NRS WOMEN’S HYDROSILK
SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRT

Colors: blue/teal, pink, green, white/blue
Size: XS-XL

#2602 / $39.95
NOW: $31.95

while supplies last

NRS WOMEN’S HYDROSILK
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

Colors: green, pink, teal/blue, purple, blue/white
Size: XS-XL

#26031 / $44.95
NOW: $35.95

while supplies last

NRS MEN’S HYDROSILK
SHORT-SLEEVED SHIRT

Colors: blue, gray/orange, gray/red
Size: S-XXL

#2600 / $39.95
NOW: $31.95

while supplies last

NRS MEN’S HYDROSILK
LONG-SLEEVED SHIRT

Colors: blue, gray/orange, gray/red
Size: S-XXL

#26011 / $44.95
NOW: $35.95

while supplies lastPerfect
for layering

and sun protection.
Our 8-oz. nylon/spandex blend is cool and soft

against your skin. UPF 50+ protects you from the
sun’s harmful rays making this an ideal solo

layer in the summer. HydroSilk works
 great as a base layer in cooler

temperatures, wicking
moisture away from

your skin and
drying quickly.
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NRS MEN’S
WAVELITE XT

SHIRT
Color: black
Size: S-XXL

#25531 / $59.95
NOW: $47.95

while supplies last

NRS WOMEN’S
WAVELITE XT

SHIRT
Color: black
Size: XS-XL

#2556 / $59.95
NOW: $47.95

while supplies last

NRS MEN’S
WAVELITE XT
UNION SUIT
Color: black
Size: S-XXL

#2555 / $79.95
NOW: $63.95

while supplies last

NRS MEN’S
WAVELITE

SHIRT
Color: black
Size: S-XXL

#25513 / $49.95
NOW: $39.95

while supplies last

NRS MEN’S
WAVELITE

PANTS
Color: black
Size: S-XXL

#25503 / $49.95
NOW: $39.95

while supplies last

NRS WOMEN’S
WAVELITE

PANTS
Color: black
Size: XS-XL

#25504 / $49.95
NOW: $39.95

while supplies last

Perfect for 
any cold 
weather 

adventure!

WaveLite
Mid-weight, 
comfortable 

7-oz. polyester/
spandex blend 
stays extremely 

warm while 
stretching to 

accommodate 
your movements. 

Dries quickly 
so it’s ready for 
the next day’s 

adventure.

NRS WOMEN’S
WAVELITE

SHIRT
Color: black
Size: XS-XL

#25512 / $49.95
NOW: $39.95

while supplies last

Warm
up with
Wave-

Lite.

WaveLite XT
The 9-oz

nylon/spandex
fleece provides

the ultimate
thermal

 protection.
Additional loft

traps more
body heat and

is ideal for frigid 
conditions or

the cold-prone 
paddler.
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The original playboater’s sock.
The Rodeo Sock is constructed with 3-mm neoprene to 
provide comfort and warmth all in an ultra-thin design. A 
1.5-mm vulcanized rubber sole protects your feet from 

rocks and debris. ToughTex upper panel covers the 
entire foot for durability and protection.

NRS RODEO SOCK
Color: blue/gray

Size: XXS-XL
#2343 / $36.95
NOW: $29.50

while supplies last

A playboater’s must-have!
The Desperado Sock is the solution for boaters trying to 
fit into today’s low-volume kayaks while offering enough 
protection for put-ins and portages. Comfortable, fitted 
3-mm neoprene and PowerSpan upper combined with 
an extra 3-mm neoprene padding in the toes and heel 

for in-the-boat protection. A 1.5-mm rubber sole provides 
traction without compromising flexibility and feel. Fits 

snug. For a roomier fit, go up one size.

NRS DESPERADO SOCK
Color: red/gray, blue/gray

Size: XXS-3XL
#2344 / $44.95
NOW: $35.95

while supplies last

Safety and comfort for any
adventure on the water.

The Mariner – our premier drysuit. Made with waterproof 
three-layer eVent® fabric, the most breathable material 
available. The removable hood, with its fleece-lined chin 

area, has three barrel-lock adjustments for a custom, 
non-binding fit. Rugged Cordura® on the seat and 

knees reinforces these high-wear areas. High quality 
YKK® entry zipper, latex neck and wrist gaskets and 
latex socks ensure your layers stay dry. Low-profile, 
removable internal suspenders and a webbing belt 

improve the fit. There’s also an extra wide relief zipper 
for convenience and the splashproof zippered shoulder 
and thigh pockets keep essentials accessible. And, the 
extensive reflective tape and piping makes you highly 

visible in low light conditions.

Material: 50 x 100-denier 3-layer eVent®

NRS MARINER DRYSUIT
Color: yellow/gray

Size: M-XXL
#2559 / $949.95
NOW: $759.95
while supplies last

A
DRYSUIT

ROCK
STAR!
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Super warm and 
comfortable.

Woolies go well in both the 
city and on long outdoor trips. 
The ribbed 150g/m2 Merino 

wool stretches without losing 
its shape and packs so easily 
you’ll wonder why you didn’t 

get one sooner.

IBEX MEN’S
WOOLIES CREW

Colors: blue water, black
Size: M-XXL

#2677 / $69.00
NOW: $55.25

while supplies last

Flat locked
and loaded!
These pants feature 

18.5-micron Merino wool 
with flatlock seams for 
comfort. The midweight 

230g/m2 fabric is soft next 
to the skin. Equiped with a 

double-panel fly.

IBEX MEN’S
ZEPHER LONG JOHNS

Color: black
Size: XL, XXL
#2679 / $80.00
NOW: $64.00

while supplies last

Small, but mighty.
Weighs about an ounce yet is the warmest of the 

warm! Four panels of 350-g/m2 material. Merino wool 
with a touch of nylon and lycra.

IBEX MERU HAT
Colors: black, new brown, bittersweet

Size: universal
#2691 / $25.00
NOW: $20.00
sale ends 11/2/10

One stylish beanie.
The softest double-layered Merino wool for warmth, Ibex 
pop for styling. At home on the water, on the street and 

on the mountain. Form fitting function and flare. 

IBEX NEVE HAT
Colors: snow, malbec

Size: universal
#2669 / $30.00
NOW: $24.00
sale ends 11/2/10

Ultra soft, super warm.
Form-fit for wearing under your helmet or hood. Double 
layered 165 g/m2 material of the softest Merino wool. 

Comfortable, functional, featherweight style.

IBEX SKIMMER HAT
Colors: artic blue, black, sepia, star blue, red

Size: universal
#2690 / $30.00
NOW: $24.00
sale ends 11/2/10

Visit:
nrsweb.com/ibex

for more Ibex 
models on sale.IBEX

MERINO

WOOL
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The perfect blend 
of function
and style.

Harness the power of the mighty 
Vortex. This 11-oz. polyester 

fleece jacket will spice up 
your boating and casual wear 

wardrobe. Stuff it in your dry bag 
for chilly evenings in camp or 
wear it for a night on the town.

NRS VORTEX JACKET
Color: forest/sky blue

Size: S - XXL
#2597 / $69.00
NOW: $55.95

while supplies last

As rugged
as the mountain range 

it’s named after.
Built with 10-oz. 4-way stretch polyester 
fleece so you’ll stay warm in the chilliest 
conditions. Ripstop nylon reinforces the 

shoulders and upper chest. Whether 
you’re portaging, working around camp 

or heading for town, the Sawtooth is one 
great performance-casual piece of gear.

NRS SAWTOOTH JACKET
Color: gray

Size: S - XXL
#2596 / $69.00
NOW: $55.95

while supplies last

Stand out
in the crowd.

The Pali is your jacket of 
choice when you’re looking for 
a softshell that gives just a bit 
more. Waterproof breathable 

fabric, full zip, hip pockets with 
zipper closure, longer sleeves. 

Class, with some sass.

LEVEL 6 WOMEN’S PALI 
JACKET

Color: blue
Size: XS - XL

#7525 / $120.00
NOW: $71.95

while supplies last
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A boatload of fun!
Wile away the lazy days of winter, 
or start a tournament in camp with 
the Canoe Cribbage Board. Tough 

Polystone construction will last the test 
of time. Includes 6 pegs and board with 

peg storage.

CANOE CRIBBAGE BOARD
#1549 / $24.95

Deck the halls with 
kayaks jolly!

Decorate with ornaments that say “I’m 
a boater!” Rugged polystone will last 

many a season. Too heavy for earrings, 
but you can also dangle them from the 

rear view mirror.

TOURING KAYAK ORNAMENT KIT
#1561 / $19.95

Up a lazy river,
in miniature memories.
A canoe, a paddle, a PFD and a sun hat 

- what else do you need for a day on 
your favorite body of water? And they 

make great decorations too! They’ll tide 
you over until the spring thaw.

PADDLING ORNAMENT KIT
#1562 / $19.95

Boating Party Lights
Holiday cheer or a year-round way to 
show the world you’re a boater. These 

party lights bring a smile to any boater’s 
face. A unique, fun and funky way to 
celebrate the season and rekindle 

memories of days spent on the water.

CANOE LIGHTS
#1550 / $19.95

KAYAK LIGHTS
#1551 / $19.95
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This Holiday Season don’t be up a creek without a paddle and a PFD and a...
Hey, snowmen and reindeer have had their day in the sun.  It’s time that boaters got some recognition too!  Hang them in a tree or in a 

cubicle.  Sure to bring smiles to faces everywhere.  Fun for you and the other boaters in your life.

KAYAK PADDLE
ORNAMENT
#1546 / $5.95

RAFT
ORNAMENT
#1548 / $7.95

CANOE SANTA
ORNAMENT

#1553 / $10.95

SEA KAYAK SANTA
ORNAMENT

#1554 / $10.95

CANOE
ORNAMENT
#1556 / $6.95
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